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Pacific Design Center bids you welcome 
as we unveil a new season of best-in-class 
offerings with the launch of our LOOKBOOK 
Product Preview.

Inside you will discover a wealth of luxury 
design resources and the latest in new 
collection introductions from the world’s 
premier interior brands debuting as part of 
PDC’s Fall Market 2016.

With nearly 100 distinctive showrooms 
presenting 2,000+ celebrated, global 
manufacturers, PDC provides an 
incomparable destination to discover the 
new, the singular and the bespoke.

Have a look for yourself! Join us for Fall 
Market and beyond. 

We look forward to welcoming you home.

4 // SEATING

10 // WALLS + FLOORING

18 // FABRICS + TEXTILES

26 // LIGHTING

32 // TABLES

HELLO. 

. . .
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Stylish seating for every room 

Take a 
SEAT
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Stylish seating for every room 

MIMI LONDON

BERMAN ROSETTI Collection
Mimi London shares a brand new leather and 
textile collection from renowned furniture 
designers Berman Rosetti. Mirroring the clean 
yet organic quality of the brand’s furniture 
offerings, it includes soothing natural tones and 
textures of minerals, stone and flax. Suite G168,
mimilondon.com

http://www.mimilondon.com
http://www.mimilondon.com
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DEDON

TIGMI Collection
Merging sofa and shelter into a new typology, aesthetically 
satisfying and supremely comfortable, the TIGMI collection by 
Jean-Marie Massaud brings people together outdoors as never 
before. Named for a Berber word meaning both “house” and 
“shadow,” this remarkably unified piece of microarchitecture 
offers the sense of being indoors and outdoors at once, recalling 
the relaxing atmosphere of a shaded bower. Suite B188,  
dedon.de

 
Great Camp Lounge Chair from Sutherland. Available in teak or aluminum, this 
modern take on the Adirondack chair is a must see. Suite B182, 
davidsutherlandshowroom.com

Sturdy as it is stunning, The Vino Collection showcases a wide-open pattern of the 
weave, keeping its ample frame from feeling heavy. Constructed of a powder coated 
aluminum and handwoven JANUSfiber in Lava or Nimbus, Vino statement pieces are 
designed for sophisticated spaces indoors or out. Suite B146/B193, janusetcie.com

Exuding a clear, Scandinavian mid-century vibe, the Capri Lounge Chair is very 
dynamic in its shape and proportions, with a structure that seems agile and full of 
energy. The sleekly upholstered seat can be covered in any fabric or leather, and the 
flexing frame invites the eye to move and the hand to touch. Suite B377/B629, 
hollyhunt.com

Perfect for a dining room, parlor, or even a quiet hallway, Ebanista’s new Colette Side 
Chair makes a subtle yet beautiful statement with its intricately carved frame and 
antiqued and distressed 12k Borghese and Parchment painted finish. Shown with 
Chantal Champagne ribbed silk upholstery and featured with their new Claudia 
Console and Cavello II Footed Ottoman. Suite G190, ebanista.com

Made to fit exterior or interior contemporary spaces, Delta by Jorge Pensi creates a 
timeless product that constantly seeks to strike a balance between realism and 
surrealism-matter and antimatter, abstraction and emotion. Made of injected 
polypropylene with fiber glass. Available in several colors and easily stackable. Indoor 
and outdoor use. Suite B114, vondom.com
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DAVID SUTHERLAND 

JANUS ET CIE

HOLLY HUNT

EBANISTA

VONDOM

https://www.dedon.de
https://www.dedon.de
https://www.dedon.de
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.janusetcie.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.ebanista.com
http://www.vondom.com
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.janusetcie.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.ebanista.com
http://www.vondom.com
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DAVID SUTHERLAND1 JANUS ET CIE 2

HOLLY HUNT3

EBANISTA4

VONDOM5
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BAKER FURNITURE 

JEAN-LOUIS DENIOT Collection 
Inspired by the 20th Century vintage furnishing and 
aristocratic décor, Deniot’s new collection effortlessly 
combines his unexpected juxtapositions of vintage and 
modern, linear and curved, masculine and feminine. The 
collection is eminently versatile, beautifully layered and 
so very livable. Suite B525, bakerfurniture.com

 
Summit’s signature collection is all dressed-up for Fall. The iconic 
Lounge Chair and Footrest, dressed for Fall in a new Nomi fabric, 
is must-have this season. Smoothie possesses a sculptural appeal 
that transcends time. Suite B135, summitfurniture.com

Ebanista introduces their finest variety of Brunello Arm & Side 
Chairs featuring sleek clean lines, beautiful curves and a French 
polished walnut finish. Suite G190, ebanista.com

1

2

SUMMIT FURNITURE

 

EBANISTA

https://www.bakerfurniture.com
https://www.bakerfurniture.com
http://www.summitfurniture.com
http://www.ebanista.com
http://www.summitfurniture.com
http://www.ebanista.com
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3

Conceived by Sebastian Herkner, a rising star of 
European design, MBRACE fully lives up to the 
welcoming gesture of its name. MBRACE takes a 
joyfully unconventional approach to poolside 
furniture, bringing DEDON Fiber seating and a solid 
teak base together for the very first time. Suite B188, 
dedon.de

DEDON

SUMMIT FURNITURE1

EBANISTA2

DEDON3

https://www.dedon.de
https://www.dedon.de
https://www.dedon.de
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W A L L S
F L O O R S

Wal lpaper,  f loor ing,  rugs and more. . .
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W A L L S
F L O O R S

FABRICUT
See the latest Fall fabric, trimming and wallpaper 
introductions from Fabricut, Stroheim, Vervain and S. 
Harris including Fabricut’s Linen Chic wallcoverings. 
The contemporary,  geometric  pattern pictured here, 
Riverton Fieldstone,  is composed of  76% cellulose and 
24% polyester, and embodies the essence of  the season.  
Suite B470, fabricut.com

Wal lpaper,  f loor ing,  rugs and more. . .

https://www.fabricut.com
https://www.fabricut.com
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The Innovations Design Studio brings the beauty of the natural 
world indoors with their October 2016 wallcoverings collection. 
Inspired by geological formations, from quarried stone to seismic 
waves, the collection spans durable vinyls and hand-crafted works 
of art. This hand-painted, hand-assembled collage of paper 
squares comes in four metallic colors, each named after a 
brecciated marble. From silver-lined Pernice to dark Nouvelle, 36 
inch-wide Breccia adds a unique, artistic touch to high-end 
residential interiors. Suite M20, innovationsusa.com

Designers Guild’s new Jardin Des Plantes is a collection of 
exquisite prints in varying scales, printed on linens, cottons and 
cotton velvets in a palette of ravishing colorways. Also included are 
smart bookcloth marbled prints and the most exquisite renderings 
of exotic butterflies. Suite B643, osborneandlittle.com

Edelman Leather introduces their new collaboration with visionary 
designer Kyle Bunting, originator of the decorative hide rug. Now 
offering the extraordinary in hide with more than 100 hide colors 
for rugs, wallcoverings and upholstery applications. Suite G158, 
edelmanleather.com

OSBORNE & LITTLE2
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INNOVATIONS

OSBORNE & LITTLE

EDELMAN LEATHER

INNOVATIONS1

EDELMAN LEATHER3

https://www.innovationsusa.com
http://www.osborneandlittle.com
http://www.edelmanleather.com
http://www.edelmanleather.com
https://www.innovationsusa.com
http://www.osborneandlittle.com
http://www.edelmanleather.com
http://lapchi.com
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OSBORNE & LITTLE

SCOTT GROUP STUDIO

Introducing Scott Group Studio’s latest hand-tufted 
collection. The Verdant Collection by Scott Group Custom 
Carpets takes inspiration from the shadows created by 
sunlight filtering through trees and plant life. Drawing from 
the palette of a natural landscape, the collection combines 
mossy greens, watery blues and vibrant poppy reds with soft 
creamy whites.  An array of abstract botanically inspired 
patterns and soft textural designs provide a plush and 
luxurious feel underfoot. Suite B613, scottgroupstudio.com

https://scottgroupstudio.com
https://scottgroupstudio.com
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J | GEIGER SHADING TECHNOLOGY

With a seamless design, JGeiger Shading created a new 
level of shading simplicity. Through JGeiger’s patented 
systems, each shade is custom made and installed, 
offering clean and unique elegance for every space and 
style. Unlike other shading systems, which use traditional 
mounts with exposed screws and wires, JGeiger’s 
hardware is meticulously designed and engineered 
to provide a minimalist aesthetic. With JGeiger you 
will never compromise design for functionality or 
performance. Suite B112, jgeigershading.com

http://jgeigershading.com
http://jgeigershading.com
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STARK FABRIC, WALLCOVERING & FURNITURE

MAYFLOWER Collection
Stark is pleased to introduce the latest wallpaper collection 
from Mayflower, which includes Interstellar shown 
here in colorway Midnight. As the exclusive American 
distributor of French textile house Lelievre, Stark is also 
delighted to introduce the latest fabric collection from 
Jean Paul Gaultier. Inspired by his visions of nature, 
alternative, inverted, oxidized, but extremely pure, the 
collection includes Oxidation, shown here, which is a soft  
all-purpose faux suede featuring a design based on 
oxidized metal. Suite B617, starkcarpet.com

https://www.starkcarpet.com
https://www.starkcarpet.com
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EDELMAN LEATHER

Kyle Bunting takes vertical surfacing to a completely new 
level with his hair-on-hide murals and wallcoverings. Visit 
Edelman Leather to experience an installation like no other, 
vertical solutions that are luxurious to the touch and add 
incredible depth and dimension to any flat surface. Available 
in over 100 colors with unlimited design capabilities. Suite 
G158, edelmanleather.com

http://www.edelmanleather.com
http://www.edelmanleather.com
http://www.edelmanleather.com
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KNEEDLER|FAUCHÈRE4

3

New 2016 Dutch Collection offers exclusive finishes made 
in Holland, sold only through PERFEC Hardwood Floors. 
Available in 3/4” and 5/8” engineered or solid planks.
Choose from prime to extremely rustic grade in various 
widths from 7” up to 11”. 17 finishes to choose from with 
lead time of about 6 weeks. A custom flooring collection 
made in Los Angeles by local artisans with finishes on a 
variety of plank platforms to fit any project. Suite G299, 
perfec.us

The Lapchi Rug Design Studio 2017 Collection of hand-
woven natural fiber rugs and the Battilossi for Lapchi 
Collection will be on view during Fall Market. Always 
customizable in color or shape, their rug collections 
exemplify Lapchi’s capacity to maximize the market and 
minimize the wait for custom rug design and weaving. Suite 
G176, lapchi.com

 
What’s chicer than grasscloth? Printed grasscloth. 
Schumacher’s new Shangri-La Collection is full of sublime 
patterns and hues. Visit the showroom to see the stylish 
wallcoverings and the latest monthly introductions. Suite 
B489, fschumacher.com

Glint in Concrete Aura with Gold Leaf from 
Kneedler|Fauchère’s Fall debut of Handcrafted by Atelier 
wallcoverings. This Metro Collection marks Atelier’s entry 
into patterns with its Tribal, Tempo and Glint qualities, and 
builds on its acclaim in creating layered-textural surfaces 
with Cadence. Taking its cue from urban dwellings of 
accidental art and unexpected patinas, it embraces the 
rhythm, touch of history, and texture in one’s daily life. 
Find them living in harmony with refreshed vignettes 
of Gregorius Pineo and Ironies and many new fabric 
collections from the houses of Pierre Frey, Dedar, 
Nobilis, Clarence House, Jim Thompson, Kerry Joyce and 
more. Made in L.A. by artisan hand, Atelier surfaces are 
creating buzz worthy of a new definition of earth-inspired 
modernity. Suite B600, kneedlerfauchere.com

PERFEC HARDWOOD FLOORS

LAPCHI RUG DESIGN STUDIO

SCHUMACHER

KNEEDLER|FAUCHÈRE
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PERFEC HARDWOOD FLOORS1

LAPCHI RUG DESIGN STUDIO2

SCHUMACHER3

http://www.perfec.us
http://www.perfec.us
http://lapchi.com
http://lapchi.com
https://www.fschumacher.com
https://www.fschumacher.com
http://kneedlerfauchere.com
http://www.perfec.us
http://lapchi.com
https://www.fschumacher.com
http://kneedlerfauchere.com
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F A B R I C S
T E X T I L E S

The perfect assortment to highlight the season
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F A B R I C S
T E X T I L E S

The perfect assortment to highlight the season

SUMMIT FURNITURE

Summit brings two new Moroccan-inspired textile 
designs from Nomi Performance Fabrics to L.A. for 
Fall 2016. Rich, raised textures inspired by the irregular, 
hand-woven cloths associated with traditional 
Moroccan rug-making debut for residential, contract 
and hospitality Markets. The soft colors and casual 
elegance give these designs a current look in a vintage 
way. Sophisticated stripes and lush patterns in elegant, 
saturated colors are woven atop earthy ground colors, 

adding texture and depth. Only at Summit. Suite 
B135, summitfurniture.com

http://www.summitfurniture.com
http://www.summitfurniture.com
http://www.summitfurniture.com
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HOLLY HUNT1

3

SAMUEL & SONS2

HOLLAND & SHERRY4

REAGAN HAYES5

QUINTUS
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HOLLAND & SHERRY

The Holly Hunt showroom launches the new 
Serenity Collection from Great Plains Textiles 
and Holly Hunt. The new collection features 
a sumptuous range of textures in a serene 
color palette inspired by the landscape of Lake 
Como, Italy. Each item was created within 
the artisanal mills across Italy and India using 
specialty yarns dyed to Holly’s color palette. 
The misty grey neutrals serve as a base of the 
collection, highlighted by icy blue patterned 
velvets and rose quartz silk and wool sateens. 
Suite B377/B629, hollyhunt.com 

New for Fall, Samuel & Sons, the premier 
destination for passementerie, introduces the 
La Terre Collection, a selection of organically 
inspired passementerie woven of the finest 
denier linens and luxurious cottons.  The ethos of 
this collection lies in its purity and understated 
elegance. Linen embodies a textural richness 
that’s unparalleled and timeless; therefore, 
the collection incorporates sophisticated 
cords, gimps, borders and fringes. Suite B609, 
samuelandsons.com

Quintus is pleased to announce Philomela 
Textiles has joined their family of artisan 
partners. Designed and expertly formatted 
by Pasadena-based Bonnie Saland, Philomela 
specializes in original, hand-drawn painted 
and printed textiles for interiors. Their bold, 
intricate patterns balance delicacy with daring 
and bring a sense of celebration to every space. 
Suite B519, quintushome.com

Holland & Sherry proudly introduces their 
collaboration with beloved textile design house 
Zina Studios. Six of Zina’s innovative, modern 
designs including Textura will be released as 27” 
silkscreened wallpapers. Colorways range from 
six to eight per pattern, with custom options 
available. Suite B305, hollandandsherry.com

Continuing in its tradition of leading edge 
design, Reagan Hayes is thrilled to introduce a 
new collection of hand-printed fabrics for 
design professionals. The fabrics use the finest 
linens and velvets with an assortment of 
meticulously printed patterns and details. With 
a balanced palette of stock colorways and full 
custom color capability, the new Reagan Hayes 
hand-printed fabric collection brings depth 
and intrigue to any space. Suite B300, 
reaganhayes.com

HOLLY HUNT

SAMUEL & SONS

QUINTUS

HOLLAND & SHERRY

REAGAN HAYES

1
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4

INTERNATIONAL DOWN & LINEN

CADE by SFERRA
The perfect addition to a traditional 
setting, Cade adds a fresh, contemporary 
feeling with its modern play on classic 
embroidery. Playful tricolor waves 
intertwine on a crisp white percale 
background. Soft to the touch and 
exquisitely finished in Italy. Suite B368, 
internationaldownandlinen.com

5

QUINTUS

https://www.hollyhunt.com
https://samuelandsons.com
https://samuelandsons.com
http://quintushome.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://reaganhayes.com
http://reaganhayes.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
https://samuelandsons.com
http://quintushome.com
http://www.pindler.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://reaganhayes.com
http://www.internationaldownandlinen.com
http://www.internationaldownandlinen.com
http://www.internationaldownandlinen.com
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MIMI LONDON1

HOLLAND & SHERRY2

PINDLER

HEARST CASTLE™ Collection
Inspired by art and antiques of the famed San Simeon 
landmark, Pindler was fortunate to be given access 
to the vast and diverse collections and archives of 
fine decorative arts collected by William Randolph 
Hearst. This exquisite collection is reflective of the 
grandeur, luxury, wonder and mystique of this famous 
castle nestled in the hills above the California coast. 
Suite B530, pindler.com

http://www.pindler.com
http://www.pindler.com
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Mimi London is thrilled to introduce 
James Malone Textiles to the United 
States. At the age of 19, James moved 
from his native London to Malaga Spain 
to work for a Spanish textile house. He 
quickly realized he wanted to be a part 
of this exciting world of color, texture 
and design. He was driven to experiment 
with unusual techniques to unveil his own 
collection of unique fabrics. James now 
owns the textile house in Malaga, which 
has extended its collection worldwide, 
finding his own mark of creativity. Suite 
G168, mimilondon.com

Holland & Sherry is proud to present 
six new Andes Sateen colors and ten 
new Patagonia Flannel colors to their 
popular Melange Wool cloths. Deep 
rich forest greens, aquatic blues and 
soft mineral shades have been added to 
enrich the already distinctive palette. 
Designed in coordination with the new 
mélange palette and in collaboration 
with Rosemary Hallgarten is a hand-
painted Alpaca Boucle, pattern Joli, 
available in six colors. Suite B305,  
hollandandsherry.com
 

David Sutherland Showroom premieres 
The Usual Suspects Collection from 
Perennials. Eight fabric qualities and 
five fresh colorways, including the 
stunning and sophisticated Emerald, 
make their debut in this collection of 75 
luxury performance fabrics. Suite B182, 
davidsutherlandshowroom.com

Robert Allen’s Fall 2016 Color Library 
Upholstery Collection introduces 4 new 
hues: Moss, Blue Pine, Blush and Twilight.  
From the foliage found on the forest 
floor to the branches, leaves and fog that 
are a part of the seasonal progression, 
Enchanting Color brings traditional taste 
into a modern setting. Inspired by the 
whimsical and diverse designs found in the 
natural world these exclusive colors play 
well together or on their own in any space.  
Suite B499, robertallendesign.com

MIMI LONDON

HOLLAND & SHERRY

DAVID SUTHERLAND

ROBERT ALLEN 

1

2

3

ROBERT ALLEN4

4

DAVID SUTHERLAND3

http://www.mimilondon.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.robertallendesign.com
http://www.mimilondon.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://www.davidsutherlandshowroom.com
http://www.robertallendesign.com
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COWTAN & TOUT

Cowtan & Tout’s new collection emphasizes peerless craftsmanship and 
timeless style. Luxurious materials combined with traditional and innovative 
techniques celebrate a rich global perspective. The inspired journey 
spotlights 16th century Mediterranean and Moorish influences as well as a 
treasure trove of South Pacific and Asian motifs. A diverse array of woven 
textures and velvets in essential hues feature new colors: saffron, plums, 
rose and teal. Sheer and semi sheer curtain fabrics in wide and standard 
widths offer a contemporary decorative character. New performance 
fabrics in soft textures and patterns woven to meet outdoor standards 
round out this stunning collection. Suite B647, cowtan.com

http://www.cowtan.com
http://www.cowtan.com
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Interior designer and HGTV star Candice Olson presents a 
stunning four-book set of lifestyle fabrics, her first decorative 
trim collection and showroom-exclusive wallpaper. The 
collection offers a cohesive fusion of contrasts,  
contemporary yet comfortable, casual but sophisticated, 
classic yet current, and timeless with a touch of the 
unexpected. Metallic accents and hints of golden glamour 
are mixed into a palette inspired by natural elements like the 
sea, sky and stone. The variety of luxury weaves, textures, 
prints, sheers, embroideries and velvets are offered in soft 
color palettes of neutrals, mineral greens, gray taupes and 
smoky blues. Suite B624, kravet.com

This season Highland Court introduces the Intermix 
Collection of luxury textiles featuring a blending of materials, 
experiences and cultures with a modern, inspired approach. 
From simple, elegant textures to complex layered velvets to 
beautifully embroidered draperies, Intermix utilizes unique 
fibers and material components for textiles that enhance 
contemporary environments. Suite B601, duralee.com

KRAVET

DURALEE/HC MONOGRAM

1

2

KRAVET1

DURALEE/HC MONOGRAM2

http://www.kravet.com
https://www.duralee.com
http://www.kravet.com
https://www.duralee.com
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1

2

Holland & Sherry showcases the latest from their Katerina Tana Collection of  
fabrics. Featuring hand-screened Belgian linens, pillows and outdoor fabric, 
Holland & Sherry has developed collections which range across product categories 
from custom linens, embroidery, rugs, wallcovering and trim, to leather, hardware 
and lighting. Suite B305, hollandandsherry.com

Maharam previews its latest product initiative: leather. With eight styles sourced 
exclusively in Italy, with the exception of a true suede from Spain, Maharam 
leather features a variety of grains and textures but forgoes excessive finishing. 
Instead, guided by Maharam’s material expertise, the collection is minimally 
treated and celebrates the beauty of leather returned to a more natural state. 
Color palettes of great depth and specificity complement this approach. 
Developed exclusively by the Maharam Design Studio, Maharam leather is 
available late October in one hundred unique shades. Suite G152, maharam.com

HOLLAND & SHERRY 

MAHARAM

HOLLAND & SHERRY1

http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://maharam.com
http://www.hollandandsherry.com
http://maharam.com
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LEE JOFA

AERIN LAUDER Collection
Echoing her timeless personal style, Aerin Lauder’s second fabric collection 
has a distinctively bohemian flair. Classic Asian prints, vibrant floral and paisley 
embroideries, a classic brocatelle, ethnic inspired jacquards and versatile 
textures all combine eclectically with a singular sense of ease and refinement. 
Suite B639, leejofa.com

http://leejofa.com
http://leejofa.com
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L I G H T S
Shine the

Bright designs in lamps to chandeliers 
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L I G H T S
Bright designs in lamps to chandeliers 

DONGHIA

Inspired by jewels and their precious 
settings, the 2016 Donghia lighting 
collection celebrates the union 
of decorative embellishment 
with functionality and lifestyle. 
Refined yet fanciful processes 
offer a sublime lighting collection. 
Decorative glass artistry from 
the island of Murano abounds 
when history meets innovation. 
Techniques that have been honed 
for many centuries are elevated 
by modern technologies, giving 
light to an assemblage of personal 
jewelry that can enchant any space. 
Suite G196, donghia.com

http://www.donghia.com
http://www.donghia.com
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Paul Ferrante specializes in interior and exterior lighting, 
furniture, and antique accessories. The showroom also 
represents Gibson Studio, JJ Custom, Inc. and Alton House. 
Shown: Josette Hanging Lantern. Suite B362, paulferrante.
com

2 PAUL FERRANTE 
Crestron is thrilled to announce the new TSD-2020 high 
definition touch screen. The slim, lightweight design and visually 
stunning display provides simple control of home technology 
including lighting, shades, music, cameras and more. The 20” 
full HD 1080p display and high-sensitivity capacitive surface 
affords exceptional touch response, whether using fingertip 
gestures or the included annotation pen. It’s perfect in the 
kitchen or office for home control and television viewing. Suite 
G288, crestron.com

1 CRESTRON

CRESTRON1

http://www.paulferrante.com
http://www.paulferrante.com
http://www.paulferrante.com
https://www.crestron.com
https://www.crestron.com
https://www.crestron.com
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MICHAEL TAYLOR COLLECTIONS
Michael Taylor Serip Lighting product line embodies 
stunning nature-inspired works of art. The solid 
hand-crafted bronze and glass lighting of Serip, fit 
seamlessly into luxury properties across the world. 
Every light is created by hand at the Lisbon-based 
workshop, resulting in a one of a kind product of 
uncompromising quality. Experience for yourself the 
beautiful contrasts in Serip’s organic inspired lighting 
with this Aqua Medium Staircase Chandelier. Suite 
B504, michaeltaylordesigns.com

PAUL FERRANTE2

3

MICHAEL TAYLOR COLLECTIONS3

http://www.michaeltaylordesigns.com/cms/pages/index.php
http://www.michaeltaylordesigns.com/cms/pages/index.php
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Set the 
T A B L E

Turning  the  tables  on  dining,  living  and  office...
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Set the 
T A B L E

THOMAS LAVIN

HELLMAN-CHANG Collection
The Z Quad Dining Table champions the marriage of hand-
craftsmanship and ultra-sleek design. With its dynamic lines and 
hand-cut surfaces, each solid wood table is sculpted by a single 
master craftsman. Suite B309/B310, thomaslavin.com

Turning  the  tables  on  dining,  living  and  office...

http://www.thomaslavin.com
http://www.thomaslavin.com
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REAGAN HAYES

ALLAN KNIGHT  
Modern Classics Collection
Designed and manufactured by  
Dallas-based Allan Knight and 
Associates, the line draws from  
Mr. Knight’s deep experience with  
acrylic pieces and his fine eye for 
beautiful design. Suite B300, 
reaganhayes.com

CYGAL ART DECO

CORDIA Collection
Oval Office, a new oval executive desk,  combines 
traditional Art Deco craftsmanship and refinement 
with contemporary, organic shapes. Finest materials 
emphasize the old world elegance and powerful 
presence, yet be assured, this desk is equipped to 
fully fit our time and its specific work requirements. 
Suite B303, cygal.com 

QUINTUS

ELISA CARLUCCI Collection
Designed by Elisa Carlucci, the collection plays 
with form and movement to create a stunningly 
modern classic design. The Turin Dining Table 
features rift cut oak and a sculptural base 
that is accented with satin brass. Suite B519, 
quintushome.com

http://reaganhayes.com
http://reaganhayes.com
http://reaganhayes.com
http://cygal.com/en/
http://cygal.com/en/
http://quintushome.com
http://quintushome.com
http://quintushome.com
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ALLAN KNIGHT  
Modern Classics Collection

RALPH PUCCI

SKYE Collection
Presenting the latest console table designs 
by Chris Lehrecke. Named after the largest 
and northernmost Scottish isle, the Skye 
Collection takes shape from the rocks found 
on these shores. Lehrecke 3D scanned and 
then sculpted in oak and cement. The Skye 
Collection showcases his affinity for wood, 
beautifully rendered using new technology.  
Suite B203, ralphpucci.net

BAUSMAN & COMPANY

SIGNATURE Collection
Unique designs with a contemporary 
aesthetic combining multiple materials are 
featured and destined to inspire. All pieces 
are crafted locally and available in a variety 
of finishes and custom sizes. Three unique 
Console Tables start the collection off with 
more new designs to be presented regularly 
in our expanded showroom. Suite B396, 
bausmanandcompany.com

http://www.ralphpucci.net
http://www.bausmanandcompany.com
http://www.bausmanandcompany.com
http://www.bausmanandcompany.com
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KNEEDLER | FAUCHERE

GREGORIUS|PINEO Collection
Gregorius|Pineo’s Fontaine Console pays homage to influential 
architect and designer Pierre François Léonard Fontaine,  
co-collaborator of the Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel, connecting 
the Louvre and Tuileries in 1808. Gregorius|Pineo introduces more 
than 70 new styles and 35 finishes in a mix that speaks to both the 
classicist and modernist, and those in between and betwixt. Suite 
B600, kneedlerfauchere.com

http://kneedlerfauchere.com
http://kneedlerfauchere.com
http://kneedlerfauchere.com
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pacificdesigncenter.com

FA L L  M A R K E T  2 0 1 6

M I N I M A L I S T

MAXIMALIST
T H U R S DAY,  O C TO B E R  6

www.pacificdesigncenter.com
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